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Abstract 

In the present study our aims is to analyze and test two neural networks simulators - Joone and NeuroPh. This will be accomplished by 
establishing a neural network of 4 layers constituting a multilayer perceptron with sigmoid links. For the purpose of the study were selected 
two test data sets, which contain integers. Through sequential training the neural network with each of them and subsequently the test 
results will be obtained for analysis. The study seeks to show how much these two simulators are similar and how different in their 
characteristics, what neural networks is suitable to be made by them, what are their advantages and disadvantages, how they can be used 
interchangeably to give certain desired result. 
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1 Introduction 

Both the simulator selected for the study are Java - based 
and object - oriented simulators. The used simulators are 
Joone 4.5.2 and NeuroPh 2.92. Joone is object - oriented 
frameworks allows to build different types of neural 
networks. As of 2010 Joone, NeuroPh and Encog are main 
component - based environments for neural networks of 
java - platforms [1, 2]. Joone can be considered not only as 
a simulator of neural networks such frameworks were, but 
as a fully integrated development environment. Unlike its 
trading partners, it has a strong focus on the code, building 
a neural network, but not on the visual design. In theory, 
Joone can be used to build a wide range of adaptive systems 
(including those with maladaptive elements) but generally, 
his focus is on building backpropagation - neural networks. 

NeuroPh is lightweight frameworks allowed to simulate 
neural networks. It is java - based and can be use basic for the 
development of standard types of neural network architectures. 
It contains well designed open source library and a small 
number of core classes that correspond to basic concepts in 
neural networks. There is a good graphics editor to quickly 
build java - based components of neural networks [3]. 

2 Methodology 

After conducting two data sets, we have to realize neural 
network through simulators NeuroPh and Joone. 

The neural network that we will use for the study is 
multilayered perceptron with sigmoid relations and consists 
of four layers - entry (4 neurons) hidden layer (9 neurons), 
2 hidden layer (6 neurons) and output layer (one neuron). 

In each of the simulators we will conduct training with 
the first test set (in this case, the learning set) and then we 

test with the first data set and with the second data set. We 
will then conduct training with the second test set (in this 
case, the learning set) and then re-test with the first data set 
and with a second data set. 

 NeuroPh 

 
FIGURE 1 Neural Network in NeuroPh 

Neuralnetworkis trained withtraining set 1 (learning set 
in this example) and thentested itonthetwotestsets. 

Then neuralnetworkis trained withtraining set 2 (learning 
set in this example) and thentested itonthetwotestsets. 

 Joone 
The neural network is showed on the figure bellow. 

 
FIGURE 2 Neural network in Joone 
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Neuralnetworkis trained withtraining set 1 (learning set 
in this example) and thentested itonthetwotestsets. 

Then neuralnetworkis trained withtraining set 2 (learning 
set in this example) and thentested itonthetwotestsets.These 
data sets are used by Mahmoud Iskandarani in " Disparity in 
Intelligent classification of Data Sets Due to Dominant 
Pattern Effect "(Mahmoud, 2015). 

3 Conclusions 

After the conducted tests it shows that both the simulator for 
neural networks have some peculiarities. At the same 
architecture of the neural network (the same number of 
layers and neurons) and identical sets of test data, the both 

simulator give different results. 
In testing, it appears that the simulator Joone gives a little 

- good results in the training with both data sets. The simulator 
NeuroPh gives a less - poor output through education. 

It can be argued in this case that Joone is suitable for the 
realization of any neural network to implement a certain 
number of test data. So it can be used by programmers of 
neural networks to create new types of neural network 
architectures as well as new algorithms for learning. 

As the results, NeuroPh can be used in the 
implementation of standard architectures of neural networks 
and standard algorithms. Novice programmers can be 
familiar by him with the basics of neural networks. 
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